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About This Game

An original and challenging survival arcade game about colors!

Your Chromacore is stranded in the depths of space and the only way to survive is to show to the universe the True Rainbow
Power!

Combining speed, action, and emotion (and some rage), Chromatic will let you unleash your awesome gaming skills through a
fantastic, but dangerous adventure in space-time.

To survive, your goal is to disintegrate the vicious hazards by selecting the opposite color of your enemies.

Use your Chromabeam to quickly wipe out all the dangers and be rewarded with huge combos!

Reach your eye tolerance limit and be proud (or not) of your score!

Fight against badass bosses that will push you to use your best strategies to win.

Will you have the courage to deal with that challenge where your unique allies are colors ?

Or double the fun and call a friend to help you with the badass Chroma-Missile Launcher !
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Have fun with this colorful Indie game. It's made with nothing but love! <3

 Features

Over 40 thrilling Achievements to unlock

Incoming trading cards support

Double the fun and play with a friend in Coop mode

Mouse and Gamepad support (XBOX controller, Sony DualShock, Steam Controller ...)

Features 50+ different hazards randomly generated but organized in difficulties over time

Includes epic boss fights to challenge your skills

Action, emotions and high level of intense progressive gameplay

A nostalgy game to play again and again to improve your World Rank in the Leaderboards
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Title: Chromatic
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Marc-Antoine Jacob
Publisher:
MAJ Studio
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2017
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Wood collecting simulator.

Not even joking here. That is the aim of the game. Run around collecting enough wood, to fill a box and keep your campfire
going. If you fail to do either, or you freeze to death from being out collecting wood for too long then it is game over.

Once you figure out the balance needed to keep the fire going (hint add small amounts) and if you have filled the box by
nightfall then you win. And then you get to do it over and over again. On a small map.

Basically boring and repetitive busy work, with at least some pretty decent graphics and an okay sound track.. No more Updates
GG game.. Great little board game on the PC. At first glance, it seems quite unforgiving and cruel - but then as you fail a couple
times, you learn how to mitigate your failures, through food use and tools and early strategy. I only wish it was somehow bigger
or had other scenarios.

If you're a fan of games like Tharsis or Elder Signs, you'll probably like this one, or maybe find it too easy. Otherwise a stylish
introduction to the world of the dice-survival games. 10/10 worth it for the boss fight at the end where you throw henchmen off
a building at the final boss... hilarious.. This game is fun whereas most other VR games so far may be interesting, but not
actually very fun... at least in my experience.

I played through all 3 levels on normal right away. I will prob wait for updates before playing more but this was FUN!. The
controls are choppy, everytime you make a turn with the loader all of the boulders fall out. The missions are boating and
repetive. Just all arround a terrible game. Bought it with a 90% discount so I paid 0.10€. If I'm lucky I will recover some of my
money with my trading cards. Ok, Cons and Pros:
Cons:
-1.6 GB of RAM just from the start.
-Crashes everytime.
-Bad controls.
-No menu to know the keys you have to use (or rebinding).
Pros:
-Trading Cards.
-Brings me back to those 2001 ♥♥♥♥♥♥ flash games but without annoying ads.
-Gives you a reason to write a review.
-Forces you to think a 4th reason.
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So 4 pros, 4 cons, that's quite a balanced game right there!. It's a very beautiful visual novel, with characters fully animated. It
explains a lot about japan, but the story lacks originality.. This game is awful garbage. Refund.. As a person with an immense
fear of birds, being allowed to punch them to death as one of the first options in this game makes it an automatic 10/10 for me.

 But don't punch them if you want to get a good ending 
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I'd say that this is one of the greatest games of our time, with innovative gameplay elements and a story of an AAA game and a
large open world. Combat is awesome as well as the stealth aspects of the game. It's a mix of Grand Theft Auto, Metal Gear
Solid and the original Fish Fillets, which is also a classic. This masterpiece goes on my top one list of PC games, that's for sure..
Best trade deal in the history of trade deals.. The game is cute and fun, however, there is little to no player online (in Australia
anyway). This is crucial since the game advertised itself as an multiplayers game with a lot of interaction with other players and
friendship etc.

The game itself is ok-ish, it has everything you would expected in an mmo game (quests and grinding etc.). It can be fun and
itneresting sometime. The art design is cute and anime style.

6/10, if there is more players then 7.5/10. I have not made it all the way through the game yet. How in gods name is this game
$5.00........I have played free to play games that are 10 times better. Is there something more harsh then just a simple No(Do Not
recommend) that I can click.
$5.00???!!!........That's a crime!......Literally!. horrible controls, bad level editor, i would only reccomend it to troll someone.
Amazing Concept. graphics are really nice. music and everything,

a hell of allot of fun to play. 8\/10. THIS GAME IS AWESOME!!! only one thing holding it from greatness ->*player count* If
i had to sum it up its a Super hero\/super power multiplayer playground battle arena.... A nice story and a big history lesson in
Japanese traditions and culture.. All I have to say is Horrible even if you can get it cheap it's not worth 1 cent.. Computer teams
cheat by making captures that are supposed to be impossible, like taking a spearman with a spearman. At least on expert and
above difficulty. Haven't seen it happen on begineer.
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